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Well over half the world is bilingual but little is 
known about it and how it works. In this short and 
highly readable study, Professor Albert Costa ex-
amines the impact of bilingualism on young peo-
ple from infancy to old age and explains how 
bilingualism affects people’s daily lives. Costa uses 
his experience in neuro-linguistic research in Bar-
celona, itself a bilingual city speaking Spanish and 
Catalan, as well as studies from all over the world 
to show the effects of bilingualism, including ex-
amples from Canada, France and South Korea. The 
Bilingual Brain has five chapters: The Bilingual Cra-
dle about babies born and brought up in a bilin-
gual environment; Two Languages, One Brain; 
How Bilingualism Sculpts the Brain; Mental Gym-
nastics, and, finally, Making Decisions. In doing so 
he cites research from all over the world, including 
his own laboratory in Barcelona, Spain. Costa ex-
plains various research experiments into bilingual-
ism around the world and the Further Reading sec-
tion at the end of the book directs the reader to 
further research sources.

The book is a valuable neuro-linguistic resource 
for linguists and researchers into bilingualism and 
also for language teachers. Written in a non-scien-
tific and reader-friendly style, it offers insights into 
how our brains manage the challenges of picking 
up and using a second language and shows how 
bilinguals and users of a second language have 
considerable advantages over monolinguals, while 
not going as far as saying bilinguals are all-round 
smarter than monolinguals. Costa explores neurol-
ogy and psychology to explain how two languages 
can exist in the same brain. He goes on to show 
how dual language ability gives the speaker cer-
tain behavioural advantages and can even delay 
the onset of dementia by up to four years. He also 
shows that bilinguals are often better at making 
considered decisions, less prone to instinctive re-
actions and better at managing conflict.

So, what do we learn? Some pretty astonishing 
things. In Chapter 1 Costa analyses experiments on 
babies and shows how they are able to differenti-
ate change in speech sounds and what is said 

within hours after birth. Research using dummies 
with electrical sensors show how babies recognise 
the rhythm of language and separate changes in 
sounds very quickly and even separate the sounds 
of different languages even though they cannot say 
them until much later.

One final comment in Chapter 1 took me by 
surprise. Costa’s contention is that interaction be-
tween people using language (as in a classroom) is 
fundamental to successful language learning 
whereas learning from a disengaged source – self-
study materials – is less successful. As someone 
who has spent much of his life developing materi-
als for self-study, I found this conclusion somewhat 
disturbing. However, it does make the case for the 
importance of blended learning, where live inter-
action (for example via WhatsApp or Zoom in the 
absence of face-to-face contact) is combined with 
self-study materials delivered by radio, TV or on-
line.

Chapter 2 begins by examining the impact of 
brain damage on bilinguals. Costa examines the 
impact of sports accidents resulting in brain injury 
and notes that in the recovery period those 
wounded might talk in their second language 
rather than their first but research suggests that 
brain damage or aphasia affects all brain organs 
equally, suggesting the areas of the brain involved 
in processing language are the same. However, re-
search also suggests that the use of a second lan-
guage uses more areas of the brain than using our 
mother tongue and that working in a second lan-
guage involves a higher degree of second-lan-
guage motor control. Readers may have noticed 
that children of bilingual parents (e.g. a French 
mother and an English father) who go on holiday 
in France experience a temporary slowing down in 
English when they return to their English school. 
Why? Because they have got used to using French 
and it takes a little longer to return fully to the use 
of English, although they speak both fluently. The 
ability to move between languages is known as 
‘code switching’. I’ve also noticed that if you have 
learned a language but have not used it for a long 
period of time the first thing to go is vocabulary. 
The words just don’t seem to come to mind. How-

ever, research indicates that you never completely 
forget a language you have learned and a compar-
ative degree of fluency recurs after even a short 
stay in the country where they speak it. In terms of 
brain function the use of a language that has be-
come unfamiliar is costlier in terms of time. So, the 
answer is regular practice in speaking, in interact-
ing with speakers of the other language if you can 
and reading and following media (movies, docu-
mentaries and news broadcasts) in the second lan-
guage. Costa’s purpose is to describe rather than 
advise but he does stress the importance for lin-
guistic brain development of reading in the first 
language, the second language or both with very 
young children.

Chapter 3 explores how bilingualism sculpts 
the brain. Interestingly, Costa states that a human 
being will have up to 35,000 mother tongue words 
stored in their brain, but use few and fewer as they 
advance in age. Research indicates that bilinguals 
have a ‘brain library’ of fewer words than mono-
linguals but more overall as they know both the 
words and the translated equivalent in their sec-
ond language. However, as he goes on to say, 
bilingualism is only one small part of the develop-
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ment of linguistic control in the brain. More signif-
icant is the difference between the neural process 
of learning new words (vocabulary) and learning 
how to combine them (syntax). Research done at 
University College London using neuro-imaging 
indicates that learning and use of a second lan-
guage does not affect the brain representation of 
the first language but it does affect the effort re-
quired for processing, especially when speaking.

Chapter 4 deals with the ability of bilinguals 
and multilinguals to multitask and also whether 
brain deterioration in old age affects monolinguals 
or bilinguals first. Research done with children and 
also with young adults indicates that bilinguals are 
better at multi-tasking than monolinguals because 
bilingualism helps develop an attentional system 
which encourages flexibility and adaptation to 
new tasks. On brain deterioration, Costa describes 
two studies in Toronto and Hyderabad which indi-
cated that bilinguals visiting doctors reported 
symptoms of old age cognitive reserve up to four 
years later than monolinguals in the same age 
group. So, is it possible that bilingualism not only 
makes you cleverer but can also prolong your life?

 The final chapter starts with Nelson Mandela, 
Nobel peace prize winner and president of South 
Africa who spent 27 years in jail for opposing 
apartheid (South Africa’s racial separatist policy). 
While in prison Mandela, a speaker of Xhosa and 
English, also learned Afrikaans, the language of the 
Boer colonists of South Africa. Why? As he said, ‘If 
you talk to a man in a language he understands it 
goes to his head. If you talk to a man in his own 
language it goes to his heart’. The citation stresses 
the importance of the relationship between lan-
guage and emotion.

Emotion is significant in learning a new lan-
guage. I have known many people with bilingual 
parents who refused to learn their parent’s mother 
tongue, partly, I suspect, because of some emo-
tional disconnect. I think Costa would endorse 
parents encouraging children to learn the language 
they learned at home as well as the mother tongue 
of the country where the child is brought up if 
only because of its beneficial effects on brain de-
velopment. Discussing bilinguals from an early 
age and also second language learners operating 
at a higher level, Costa concludes that second lan-
guage speakers tend to approach issues from a less 
emotional bias and analyse issues more lucidly. 
They also find it easier to cultivate empathy.

In summary, Costa’s findings emphasise the im-
portance of learning and understanding a foreign 
language and the advantages it gives the learner in 
both their personal and working lives based on 
neurological linguistic research. He emphasises 
that further research is needed, particularly in the 
areas of emotion and empathy. It may also influ-
ence language policy in countries where lan-
guages are contested. He describes the research 
into bilingualism and monolingualism and how it 
influences and sculps the brain and presents re-
search exercises that teachers can try in their class-
es. He also emphasises that much more research is 
needed in how language and bilingualism influ-
ences brain development and linguistic and atten-
tional control. Above all, it makes the case for the 
importance of the teaching of languages in schools 
as a means of broadening the mind not just lin-
guistically and culturally but also neurologically 
and intellectually. Highly recommended for all re-
searchers and language teachers.
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ICC News
by Barry Tomalin
ICC Board Member

Webinars for Language Teachers
ICC-Languages goes from strength to strength 

with a new series of webinars, publicity for its EU-
ROLTA language teacher training programme and 
development in quality assurance, especially for 
new member organisations. ICC-Languages also 
celebrates and looks forward to another year of 
close cooperation with ECML (the European Cen-
tre for Modern Languages of the Council of 
Europe).

Following a series of successful webinars at the 
end of 2020 featuring Geoff Tranter’s highly enjoy-
able Smiles and More examining the use of hu-
mour to help language teaching and learning, and 
Elizabeth Mickiewicz of the University of Coventry 
on COIL (Collaborative Online International 
Learning) in language teaching, our first webinar 
of 2021 featured Kataryna Palcu of the VHS 
(Deutsche Volkhochschule) in Augsburg, Germany, 
on the Common European Framework of Refer-
ence (CEFR) focusing on mediation.

Mediation is the latest buzzword in the teach-
ing of languages but what exactly is it? Why 
should teachers teach it? How should they teach 
it? How can teachers promote mediation and 
plurilingual/pluricultural competence? The webi-
nar focused on the changes to the 2001 published 
CEFR and explored the concept of mediation and 
its application in the language classroom. For 
more background information please visit https://
icc-languages.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/
CEFR-Companion-Volume-with-new-descriptors- 
2018.docx.pdf.

In March 2021, Geoff Tranter once again will 
inform and entertain us with A Comedy of Errors 
and Ian McMaster will talk about Authenticity in 
Language and Leadership: What Is It and Do We 
Need It? in our April webinar. For dates and ab-
stracts of each talk please go to https://icc-lan-
guages.eu/webinars. ICC-Languages webinars are 
open to everyone, not just members, and to view 
our past webinars and future webinars as they are 
delivered simply go to https://icc-languages.eu and 
click on Webinars.

ICC Quality Assurance
A key role of any educational organisation is to 

provide a guarantee of quality assurance for its 
member institutions. Again, partly as a result of the 
lockdown, ICC-Languages is updating its quality 
assurance criteria to ensure that its members can 
offer high level standards of education both for 
teacher training courses and language teaching. 
Expect more on this in our next ICC-Languages 
and EUROLTA news.

ICC-Languages and ECML
Finally, a key feature of ICC-Languages is its 

close link with ECML based in Graz in Austria. Su-
sanna Slivensky, Deputy Executive Director and 
Head of Programmes of ECML, was keynote 
speaker at our online international conference in 
2019 and ICC-Languages promotes access to 
ECML research and publications. ECML publishes 
a quarterly newsletter entitled The European Lan-
guage Gazette. The latest issue can be accessed at 
https://ecml.at/news/newsletter/gazette54/tabid/
4424/default.aspx.

ICC-Languages looks forward to ever closer col-
laboration with ECML as the year progresses, par-
ticular in the area of studying and working in Eu-
ropean language education.
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